
Bend knees.

Push off the ground 

reaching arms  

high above head.1 Land with knees  

bent for balance and  

swing arms downwards.

32

Jumping
Action of pushing off                  with both feet and landing on both feet.the ground





Jumping

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Chalk. 

 

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

Who will fall off?Five cheeky monkeys are jumping on the bed. 

Monkeys5 Cheeky

   KEY:

      Chalk outline

      Bed area   

   

Cheeky Monkeys  

   jumping   

   
   Children who have  

     jumped off 

 



Jumping

Practice the  

Five Cheeky 

Monkeys song 

with the class.

Step 2 
Start the song 

and have all 

the children 

jump along.

Step 3
Following the 

song, call out a 

child’s name that 

has to jump off. 

Step 4

Change the  

number of 

monkeys 

after each 

child jumps 

off.

Step 5 Children off the bed 

now jump around 

the edge of the bed 

singing along until no 

more monkeys are 

jumping on the bed. 

Step 6
“(number) cheeky monkeys jumping on the bed.

(child’s name) fell off and bumped her/his head.

Mama called the doctor and the doctor said,

no more monkeys jumping on the bed.”

Song Sample

Draw a square  

(bed) with chalk  

and have all the  

children stand on it.

Step 1 

EASIER: Have all children jump off the bed in each round. 

HARDER: Divide the class into small groups, choosing a child  

from each group to choose who jumps off the bed.

Tips:

Who will fall off?Five cheeky monkeys are jumping on the bed. 

Monkeys5 Cheeky



Jumping

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Coloured chalk. 

 

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

take aim and jump.Listen for the colour,

JumpCOLOUR
 KEY:

 Start line  

 Coloured lines  

Children behind 

start line

     

Indoors



Jumping

EASIER: Each child chooses which colour to jump on. 

HARDER: Children take turns to throw an object and  

the colour it lands on cannot be called out in that round.

Tips:

Draw a line for children to start on.Step

From the start line draw parallel lines along 

the ground every 15cm, using a different 

colour for each line like a rainbow.
Step

Take turns calling out different colours.Step 3
When a colour is called children have to jump to that 

colour, turn around and jump back to the start line.Step 4 

1 

2 

take aim and jump.Listen for the colour,

JumpCOLOUR



Jumping

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

2 x soft balls or balloons. 

 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

As you jump, be careful not to crack the egg.

EGG!Don’t Crack the

 KEY:

 
 

                 Children waiting 

Direction of  

movement

Children with egg 

(ball/balloon)

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors



Jumping

Step 5
Repeat until 

each child has  

had a turn  

jumping.

Step

Step 4

Step

Step 2 
Begin at one end and  

ask the two children at 

the start to balance the 

ball or balloon in between 

their legs, explaining that 

the ball or balloon  

is an egg.

Instruct children to 

jump to the group 

opposite them, 

keeping the egg 

safe between their 

legs to avoid it 

cracking.

Once they reach 

the other team, 

they pass the egg 

to the next team 

member.

1 3

EASIER: Ask each child to pretend they have an imaginary egg in between  

their knees. 

HARDER: If a child drops the egg it cracks and they have to go back to the start and get 

another egg before trying again.

Tips:

As you jump, be careful not to crack the egg.

EGG!Don’t Crack the

Divide children into 

four groups. Have two 

groups form lines 

opposite the other 

two groups (in  

relay format).



Bend elbows  

with weight on  

front leg.

Front knee lifts to  

hip height with front foot 

stretching forward.

where both feet come off the ground at the same time.A fast walking action

Running

1 2 3Swing arms  

opposite to legs and 

kick back heel upwards.





What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Markers. 

 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Running

 KEY:

    Home Base

    Water

   Markers  

  

 

Mr Crocodile   

   
 

 
 Children

 

Mr Crocodile RUN
Don’t get caught by the crocodile, RUN, RUN. 



At each 

end of your 

play area 

mark out 

a home 

base.

Children start 

at home base 

and sing: 

“Please Mr 

Crocodile, may  

we cross the  

river, if not, 

why not, what’s  

your favourite 

colour?”

Step

Running

Step 2 
3

The  

remaining 

children 

have to try 

and run to 

home base 

while Mr 

Crocodile 

tries to run 

and catch 

(tip) them.

Step 6
All children who 

Mr Crocodile 

catch become 

‘stuck in the 

river’ where they 

were tagged 

and miss one 

round. When Mr 

Crocodile calls 

the next colour 

all children stuck 

in the river join in 

again. 

Step 1 
Step 4
Mr Crocodile 

calls out a 

colour. Children 

wearing that 

colour are 

safe to run 

over to home 

base, avoiding 

Mr Crocodile.

EASIER: Nominate an Educator as Mr Crocodile.

HARDER: Replace colours with features such as: 

blue eyes, blonde hair, long hair, short hair.

Tips:

Step 5

Mr Crocodile RUN
Don’t get caught by the crocodile, RUN, RUN. 

Nominate one 

child as Mr 

Crocodile.



What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Parachute. 

 

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

Running

Don’t get trapped, run chicken, run.

Trap the CHICKEN

 KEY:

  Parachute

Children

Path under 

parachute

 Chicken



Running

Call out a child’s name. This child becomes the chicken and 

must run underneath the parachute to the other side.Step 2 
Whilst the chicken is running underneath the parachute, 

children on the outside SLOWLY lower the parachute to 

the ground to try and trap the chicken singing the chicken 

song: “Run chicken, run! Don’t get trapped, run chicken, run.”

Step 3

Each chicken rejoins the circle after their turn, 

even if they were trapped.Step 4

EASIER: Remove the song.

HARDER: If a chicken is caught they start on the outside  

of the circle in the next game and when a child’s name is called they have 

to run around the outside of the circle before finding their place again.

Tips:

Educator continues to call out names, with each child having 

a turn of being the chicken.
Step 5

Step 1 
Organise children to stand in a circle around the outside of the open 

parachute. Ask children to hold the parachute above their heads, 

lifting it in the air together.

Don’t get trapped, run chicken, run.

Trap the CHICKEN



What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Not required. 

 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Running

ComingCAPTAIN'S
Aye, Aye,Starboard, port, bow and stern.                               the Captain’s coming, run to his commands. 

 KEY:

  Captain (Educator)

Children

BoatS
T
A

R
B

O
A

R
D

P
O

R
T

STERN

BOW



EASIER: Reduce the number of commands to bow, stern,  

starboard and port only and point in the direction children should run.

HARDER: Children who don’t perform the correct command have to  

Climb the Rigging on the spot for one round. 

Tips:

Running

Organise children in the centre 

of an area and tell them that 

they are now on a boat.

Step 1 

• Bow - Run to front of boat.

• Stern - Run to back of boat.

• Starboard - Run to right of boat.

• Port - Run to left of boat.

• Captain’s Coming - Stand tall, salute and 

 shout “Aye, Aye Captain”.

• Captain’s Wife - Curtsey (boys can bow).  

Sample Commands:

As the Captain, teach the 

children ten commands and 

the instruction for each.

Step 2 
Call out each  

command for  

children to follow.

Step 3

ComingCAPTAIN'S
Aye, Aye,Starboard, port, bow and stern.                               the Captain’s coming, run to his commands. 

• Scrub the Decks - On hands and knees 

 and pretend to scrub the decks.

• Climb the Rigging - Run on the spot, 

 pretending to climb a rope ladder.

• Sharks! - Lay on stomach with feet  

 up in the air, pretending to swim.

•  Freeze - Stop (Captain must say  

 “Unfreeze” for game to continue).

•  Unfreeze - Game to continue.



Step forward with  

lead foot and lift back  

foot off the ground.

Land on the back foot  

first, followed by lead foot.

2 3Hop forward off the  

lead foot with both feet 

coming off the ground.

Galloping
Moving forwards with the front foot always in front and the back foot always behind

step and hop motion.with a

1





What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Not required. 

 

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

gallop away.The little grey ponies jump over the fence and gallop and 

Little Grey PONY
 KEY:

  Direction of gallop

 Direction of jump

Fence

Barn

Ponies (children)

Galloping



The little grey ponies jump over the fence and gallop and 

Demonstrate how a pony gallops to the class.

Practise the ‘Little Grey Ponies’ song,  

for children to join in and sing-a-long.

On the count of three, the children gallop along to the pony 

song, moving from the fence to the barn and back again.Step 3

Step 1 
Step 2 

EASIER: Tell children to gallop along while the Educator sings the Little Grey Pony song.

HARDER: Add obstacles for the children to gallop around while singing the song. 

Tips:

The little grey ponies look over the fence, over the fence today.

The little grey ponies jump over the fence and gallop and gallop away.

And gallop and gallop away, and gallop and gallop away.

The little grey ponies come back to the barn, back to the barn to stay.

The little grey ponies are having a rest, having a rest from their play.

Song Example:

gallop away.

Galloping

Little Grey PONY



What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Not required. 

 

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

listen for the lights.Redlight, greenlight. Gallop along and

, GreenlightREDLIGHT

 KEY:

  Children  

 Educator 

 Direction of gallop

    

   

     

Galloping



EASIER:  Include music, when music is on it means greenlight 

and children gallop along. When the music stops, children must stand still. 

HARDER: Add in more colours and instructions. E.g. Blue light: Children add flapping  

arms and become flying ponies in the sky. 

Tips:

Alternate light 

instructions throughout 

the game with  

children varying their 

galloping upon each 

instruction.

3Step

 In an open space, 

yell “green light,” 

and have the 

children gallop 

quickly. 

2Step

 Demonstrate the below 

light galloping actions  

to the children.

Green Light: Fast Gallop.

Orange Light: Slow Gallop.

Red Light: Stop.

1 Step

, GreenlightREDLIGHT
Galloping

listen for the lights.Redlight, greenlight. Gallop along and



What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Animal cards or toys. 

 

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

 KEY:

 Animal cards/toys

Cowgirls (children)

Cowboys (children)

Wild, Wild West.

Wild WestWILD,
Cowboys and cowgirls gallop along on their horse in the 

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

Galloping



Ask children to 

pretend to be 

a ‘cowboy’ or 

‘cowgirl’ riding 

a horse.

Ask the cowboys and cowgirls to 

gallop around through the wild 

west, herding animals by tapping 

the animal cards or toys with their 

hand as they gallop past.

Spread animal 

cards or toys 

on the ground.

EASIER: Put on music and ask  

children to gallop around the Wild West. When the music stops, 

the cowboys and cowgirls must circle an animal three times. 

HARDER: As a class, the cowboys and cowgirls gallop around the 

wild west to find the hidden animals. When an animal is found, the 

child yells out “Yeeha”.

Tips:

Step 2Step 1 Step 3

Wild, Wild West.Cowboys and cowgirls gallop along on their horse in the 

Wild WestWILD,

Galloping



Balance on  

one leg, bending the  

other leg behind the body.

Land on the  

same leg with a bent  

knee for balance.

1 2 3Bend standing leg  

and swing non-standing  

leg and arms forwards  

to lift off the ground.

Hopping
and land back on the same leg.Balancing on one leg, spring off the ground





Hopping

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Not required. 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

don’t get caught.Hop like a Roo, but watch out Joey’s,

HopKANGA
 KEY:

  Joeys

 King Roo

 
Hopping area     

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors



Children hop 

around like 

Joeys whilst 

the King Roo 

hops  

around the 

group trying 

to tag the 

Joeys.

When a child 

gets tagged 

they have to 

balance on 

one leg. They 

can join  

in again  

after they 

count to five.

Choose a 

new King 

Roo and 

continue the 

game, asking 

children to 

swap legs.

Select one 

child to be  

the King Roo 

(tagger),  

all other  

children  

are Joeys.

To give  

children 

a rest call 

out “in the 

pouch”, 

children 

curl into a 

ball on the 

ground. 

EASIER: Have children hopping in a group, changing from right  

leg to left leg. On “Kanga Hop” children have to hop in the direction  

the Educator is pointing. 

HARDER: Each Joey tagged joins the King Roo, hopping to tag each 

person until there is one Joey left.

Tips:

Step 2Step 1
Step 3 Step 4

Step 5

don’t get caught.Hop like a Roo, but watch out Joey’s,

HopKANGA
Hopping



What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Mats. 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

the Rabbit HoleDOWN
 KEY:

  Children hopping 

  Mats

Hop, hop, hop to your rabbit hole to stop.

Hopping



Hop, hop, hop to your rabbit hole to stop.

the Rabbit HoleDOWN
Instruct children to 

hop like a rabbit, on 

one foot, based on  

Educator’s instructions.

Step 2 

Children move 

around the area  

following the  

instructions given.

Step 3
End the game with 

the instruction “hop  

into a rabbit hole. 

Goodnight!”

Step 4

• Hop over a rabbit hole.

• Hop to another rabbit hole.

• Hop on left leg to a  

  different rabbit hole.

• Hop on right leg to a  

  different rabbit hole. 

• Hop into the rabbit hole  

  (rest area if legs get tired).

Sample Instructions:
Arrange mats in 

an open space and  

tell children the mats  

are rabbit holes.

Step 1 

EASIER: Instruct children to hop around the space, when  

you call “rabbit hole” the children hop to the closest rabbit hole.

HARDER: Children who don’t hop to the correct command have  

to hop in and out of the rabbit hole five times before joining in again. 

Tips:

Hopping



What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Chalk and bean bags.

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Hop to the middle of the snail’s shell, try not to get too slimey.

HopscotchSNAIL
 KEY:

 Children waiting  

 in line

   Spiral hopscotch10

1 2

3

4

56

7

8
9

Hopping



      Children take it in turns  

     to hop around the snail  

  hopscotch until they reach       

  the middle (snail slime)  

  and then turn around  

   and hop on the other leg,     

     back to the start, before     

         the snail slime touches  

    them.

3Step

Demonstrate to  

children how to hop 

through the snail  

hopscotch from one to 

ten to complete the 

 snail’s shell.

2Step

With a piece of chalk,  

draw a snail shell and  

divide it into ten boxes.  

Label each box one to ten,  

starting with box one and  

spiralling in to end with  

box ten in the  

middle.

1 Step

Hop to the middle of the snail’s shell, try not to get too slimey.

HopscotchSNAIL

EASIER: Reduce the amount of boxes in the snail hopscotch.

HARDER: Children throw a bean bag and whichever square it lands in,  

cannot be hopped on in the next round.

Tips:

Hopping



Step sideways  

 with lead foot.
Step sideways  

again with lead foot.1 2 3
Slide the back foot  

towards lead foot  

until they touch.

Side-Sliding
bringing feet together between each step.Short sideways steps,





SlideSUPERGLUE
to the finish line.Stuck like superglue, side-slide with your friend

Side-Sliding

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Not required. 

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

 KEY:

   2 Children   

 (back to back)

 Direction of sliding

 Start line

 Finish line



Put 

children 

into pairs, 

matching 

children 

of similar 

height.

Ask each 

pair to stand 

back-to-back, 

linking arms, 

pretending  

they are stuck 

together with 

‘superglue.’ 

StepStep 2 3

Have a  

superglue 

side-sliding 

race and  

see who’s  

superglue is  

the strongest 

and side-slide  

is the fastest.

Step 6
Pairs who 

break their 

superglue 

or stop 

side-sliding 

need to 

start again.

Step 1 
Set-up a ten metre 

track with a clear start 

and finish line.
Step 4

Allow  

children  

to practice 

until they  

are familiar 

with being 

superglued 

to their  

partner.

EASIER: Pairs face each other and their hands are 

superglued together as they side-slide.

HARDER: Pairs side-slide five times forward and then 

two times backwards until they reach the end.

Tips:

Step 5

SlideSUPERGLUE
Side-Sliding

to the finish line.Stuck like superglue, side-slide with your friend



, Crab, RattlesnakeCRAB
back to your spot.Crab, Crab, Rattlesnake! Side-slide yourself

Side-Sliding

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Not required. 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

 KEY:

 Crab

   Children (side-sliding  

 on the spot)

 Direction of sliding

    

   

     

  



, Crab, RattlesnakeCRAB
Side-Sliding

Explain to children this game is like Duck, Duck, GOOSE but it is called Crab,  

Crab, RATTLESNAKE because these animals move sideways just like side-sliding.
Step

Nominate a child to be the crab. They side-slide around the 

circle, tapping each player on the head or shoulder, saying  

“crab” each time until they tap someone and say “rattlesnake”.
Step 3

The rattlesnake side-slides after the crab until the crab 

reaches the spot where the rattlesnake was standing.Step 4 
The new rattlesnake now has a turn side-sliding around the 

circle and choosing someone to be the next rattlesnake.Step 5
Continue until all children have had a turn. Step 6

Tips:
EASIER: Children stand still in the circle, without side-stepping on the spot. 

HARDER: Have the children in the circle side-sliding one way, while the crab  

is side-sliding in the opposite direction tapping children. Everyone is moving at once.

1 
Children stand in a circle and side-step 

on the spot, right to left and left to right.Step 2 

back to your spot.Crab, Crab, Rattlesnake! Side-slide yourself



ActCircus
along the tightrope.We’re at the circus, don’t look down, side-slide

Side-Sliding

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

String or chalk.

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

 KEY:

   Children (clowns)

 Tight rope  

 (string/chalk)

 Direction of sliding

    

F
IN

IS
H

S
T
A

R
T



ActCircus
Side-Sliding

EASIER: Children side-slide, one at a time, along the string or chalk until they all reach 

the end. Children then side-slide back again.

HARDER: Add more string or chalk lines, linking them together to create a course.  

Ask children to change directions, leading with the other foot. 

Tips:

1 
Place string along 

the ground  

for children to 

follow.

Step

Ask children to 

pretend they’re a 

clown in a circus 

balancing act.

Step 2 

Children  

side-slide along  

the string or  

chalk line.

Step 3

Call out actions  

for children to do: 

Sample Actions: 
• Stop and balance on left leg. 

• Stop and balance on right leg.  

• Jump and land back on  

string or chalk.

4Step  Children who fall off      

      return to the  

        start of the  

         line and try  

              again.

Step 5

along the tightrope.We’re at the circus, don’t look down, side-slide



Hold ball behind the 

ear with elbow bent.
Swing throwing  

arm down towards  

opposite hip.

1 2 3Push forward, releasing  

the ball at eye level as 

elbow straightens.

Overarm Throwing
from one hand using a forward motion of the arm.Propelling an object





What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Paper, cones and  

chalk. 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors 

far it goes.Overarm throw your paper plane and watch how

Overarm Throwing

PLANESZooming Paper

 KEY:

  Children  

 Start line 

 Plane landing 

 Direction of throw 

    

   

     

Indoors



Overarm Throwing

PLANESZooming Paper

Show children how to fly their plane, demonstrate  

with the actions and teaching cues below:  
Step 3

Give each child a different coloured  

piece of chalk to mark where their plane lands.Step 4 
Along a line, children fly their paper plane, marking where 

it lands so they can try and beat it on their next throw. 
Step 5

Tips:
EASIER: Make a paper plane which each child takes  

turns in overarm throwing.

HARDER: Set up a target or landing area for children to aim towards.

Demonstrate to children how to build a paper plane.Step 1 
Ask each child to take their time in creating their own paper plane.Step 2 

Sample Actions: 
• Ready on Runway - Arm down, behind body, with arm straight. 

• 3,2,1 - Bend arm up and bring throwing hand past the ear. 

• Take-Off - Push hand out at eye level, straighten elbow and release plane. 

• Landing - Throwing hand follows through across the body.

far it goes.Overarm throw your paper plane and watch how



What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Net or tall obstacle  

and a container of  

small balls.

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Throw the treasure, be careful it doesn’t fall in the ocean.

Overarm Throwing

SHIP to Shore

 KEY: 
 Treasure chests 

 (full of balls)

 Shore

 Team 1

   Team 2

  Net/tall obstacle

 Direction of throwing

    

   

     



Overarm Throwing

Separate 

children into 

two teams, 

each team  

is on the  

ship side with  

a treasure 

chest  

(container  

full of balls).

Let the 

teams 

know that 

they have 

to work 

together 

to overarm 

throw the 

‘treasure’ 

from the 

ship to the 

shore.

When all the 

treasure is on 

the shore call out 

“collect the treasure”.  

Children then have 

to race and pick up 

as many balls as 

they can to put  

in their teams’ 

treasure chest.

Set up a net 

or obstacle  

for  

children  

to throw  

a ball  

over. 

In their 

teams,  

children 

take it in 

turns to 

throw the 

‘treasure’ 

safely over 

the water 

(net) to  

the shore.

EASIER: Divide the children into smaller groups, with a smaller 

obstacle to throw over. 

HARDER: Add more treasure (balls) to the game and see which 

team can get all of their treasure to the shore first.

Tips:

Step 2Step 1 Step 3 Step 4
Step 5

Throw the treasure, be careful it doesn’t fall in the ocean.

SHIP to Shore



What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

2 x bean bags and  

2 x hula hoops.

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

Overarm throw a bean bag to try and slam dunk.

Overarm Throwing

DUNKSlam

 KEY:

   Team 1

   Team 2

  Goals (hula hoops)

 Direction of throwing



Overarm throw a bean bag to try and slam dunk.

DUNKSlam

Tally up how many 

slam dunks the teams 

get together. Try and 

beat this next time. 

Step 4

Tips:
EASIER: Start with the hula hoop closer and  

gradually move it further away as children pick up the skill.

HARDER: Replace the hula hoop with buckets on the ground and move them further away.

Divide children 

into two teams, 

each with  

a bean bag.

Step 1 
Place a hula hoop in 

front of the teams for 

them to throw into.

Step 2 

In turns, each child lines up  

and attempts to slam dunk  

their bean bag into the hula 

hoop by overarm throwing.

Step 3

Overarm Throwing



Push off on one foot. Land on  

the opposite foot.1
2 3Reach forward with  

opposite arm whilst 

body is off the ground.

Leaping
where both feet lift off the ground and the body covers a small distance.A long step





Leaping

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Chalk (red) or  

coloured ropes. 

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

hot fire spot.It’s hot, it’s hot, try and leap over the

LeapFIRE
 KEY:

 Children

 Fire

  Ropes

 Direction of leap  

 Direction of run

    

   



Leaping

hot fire spot.It’s hot, it’s hot, try and leap over the

LeapFIRE
With chalk, draw 

two lines on the 

ground, or use 

coloured ropes, 

placing them 

30cms apart, this 

is the fire spot.
Line children up 

next to one  

another, a couple  

of metres from  

the fire so that  

they can take a 

run-up.

Tips:
EASIER: Move the lines closer together.

HARDER: Move the lines further apart every round or add objects to leap over. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Call “Fire Leap”, children 

then leap over the  

fire after saying:

“It’s hot, it’s hot,  

try and leap over  

the hot fire spot.”

Step 3



Leaping

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Chalk. 

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

don’t get bitten.Leap over the reptiles, but be careful, 

zoo

On the Way to theZoo

 KEY:

 Children

 Lions

 Snakes

  Home 

 Zoo

 Path

zoo

 



Leaping

don’t get bitten.Leap over the reptiles, but be careful, 

As children walk along the path, tell them to leap 

over the reptiles (lines) so they don’t get bitten.
Step 3

Once all children have reached the zoo, 

tell them the lions (lines) have escaped.Step 4 
Children now run and leap over the lions (lines) and  

“roar” as they make their way home along the path.Step 5

Tips:
EASIER: Take out steps four and five and children 

leap over reptiles on their way home from the zoo.

HARDER: Make the path longer with more bends in it.

With chalk, draw a path for children to follow, marking reptiles 

(lines) along the path for children to leap over.
Step 1 

Tell children to follow the path to the zoo, but watch  

out for the reptiles (lines) that have escaped.Step 2 

On the Way to theZoo



Leaping

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Hula hoops or mats. 

 

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

Leap from the lily pads, but don’t fall in the water and make a splash.

SplashFROG
         KEY:

  Frog (children)

 Hula hoop/mat 

 (lily pad)

 Frog pond/water

    

   

     



Leaping

Leap from the lily pads, but don’t fall in the water and make a splash.

SplashFROG

Tips:

EASIER: Place lily pads in a straight line or closer together.

HARDER: Each child starts on a lily pad. Allocate a bullfrog (tagger) and on “go” children 

leap from lily pad to lily pad. If the bullfrog lands on a lily pad already occupied, they yell 

“splash” and that child becomes the bullfrog.

Step 1 

Step 2 

3

Ask your class to 

imagine the floor is a  

pond and the hula 

hoops/mats  

are lily pads.

Taking turns, each  

child embarks on the 

Lily Pad Adventure, 

leaping from one lily  

pad to the next, until  

they have reached  

the end. 

Step

If at any time a child 

loses balance and 

falls off a lily pad  

they call out “splash”  

and start  

again.

4Step

Randomly arrange  

the hula hoops/ 

mats on the floor  

in the classroom  

or outside.



Hands out in front. Grasp object with 

hands. 1
2 3Watch the  

moving object.

Catching
Receiving a moving object by grasping it with both hands out in front of body.





What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

1 x ball. 

 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Tick-tock, catch the ball and beat the clock.

CLOCKTick-Tock, Beat the
1

2

3

4
567

8

9

10
11 12

 KEY:

  Children

 
Path of tick-tock 

 child running

 Direction of ball

 Tick-tock

Catching



Tick-tock, catch the ball and beat the clock.

CLOCKTick-Tock, Beat the

The children then throw and catch the ball around the circle,  

one-by-one, to the child next to them singing the tick-tock song.Step 4 

The tick-tock then runs around the outside of  

the circle trying to beat the clock (ball), stopping  

at the child who started with the ball.

Step 5
The game continues until each child has been the tick-tock.Step 6

Tips:
EASIER: Use a larger, soft, lightweight ball and remove  

the song and ask children to focus on catching the ball.

HARDER: Add two children in the middle as tick-tocks with balls.

Children stand in a circle like a clock.Step 1 
Choose one child to be the tick-tock and stand in the middle holding the ball. Step 2 

1

2

3

4
567

8

9

10
11 12

Song Sample:
“Tick-tock, tick-tock, (child’s name) can you beat the clock? 

Tick-tock, tick-tock, (child’s name) can you beat the clock?”

The tick-tock throws the ball to someone in the circle (clock).Step 3

Catching



Catching

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

2 x balls. 

 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

BUILD-a-Bridge
Help the team catch the wood and build the bridge.

 KEY:

  Children

 Direction of balls

    

   

     

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors



Catching

Each child is to 

stand a small 

distance apart 

from the child 

next to them, in 

their line. Explain 

to children that 

they are going to 

work together to 

build-a-bridge.

Give one ball 

to the children 

at the start 

of each line, 

with the 

ball being 

the wood 

to build the 

bridge.

Once the 

ball reaches 

the end 

teams have 

completed 

the bridge.

Ask children  

to form two  

even lines.

On “go” 

ask 

children 

to throw 

and 

catch the 

ball along 

the line.

EASIER: Ask children to form a line. As the passer (Educator), pass the  

ball to each child and move along the line to build the bridge together. 

HARDER: Instruct children to stand further apart, building a longer  

bridge each round. If the ball drops, the bridge falls and the balls  

start back at the beginning.

Tips:

Step 2
Step 1

Step 3
Step 4

Step 5

Help the team catch the wood and build the bridge.

BUILD-a-Bridge



Catching

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Balls (1 ball for  

every 2 children),  

mats or markers. 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

CRICKETCatch
how many catches can you make?It’s a big cricket match,

 KEY:

  Passer

 Catcher

 Direction of ball

    

   

     



Catching

CRICKETCatch
how many catches can you make?It’s a big cricket match,

Tips:
EASIER: Line children up in a single line and pass the ball to each child three  

times before they have to run to the wickets (set up behind passing area) and back.

HARDER: Spread out some mats. In pairs children run together to one mat at a time 

and complete five throws and catches before moving to the next mat. 

Step
Tell the children that 

they are participating  

in a big cricket match.  

Ask children to  

form pairs.

1 3

Step
Pairs keep count of 

how many times 

they catch it out of 

ten throws. Pairs 

then swap  

roles.

4
2 

Allocate one child 

as the catcher 

and other the 

passer. 

Step

The passer of each 

pair aims and throws 

the ball to their catcher 

calling “how’s that”  

each time they  

catch it. 

Step



Bend kicking  

leg backwards  

and upwards.

Connect with the  

object and continue swinging 

leg forward and upward.

1 2 3Swing foot forward  

leading with the toes.

Kicking
Applying a fast, forward pushing force to an object with the foot.





Kicking

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Balls, goal and cones.

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

FeastBEAR'S
 KEY:

 Bear’s mouth (goal)

 Cone

 Ball

 Children kicking

 Direction of kick

    

   

     

into the bear’s mouth?The bear wants his feast. Can you kick some food



Kicking

into the bear’s mouth?The bear wants his feast. Can you kick some food

FeastBEAR'S
Draw or set up a goal at 

one end of the playground.

At the end, all children have a  

ball each and they all scream  

“FEAST” kicking all the balls into  

the bear’s mouth together.

Step 4 

Tips:
EASIER: Make the goal wider or place  

the cones closer to the goal for the children to kick off.

HARDER: Add obstacles for the children to run or dribble around  

before they reach the area to kick from.

Step 1 
Explain to the children that the goal is a 

bear’s mouth and the balls are his food.

Step 2 

One by one, each child has a 

turn of kicking the ball off a 

cone into the bear’s mouth.

Step 3



What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Balls (for kicking). 

 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Kick the ball to the monkey in the middle.

in the MiddleMonkey
 KEY:

  Monkey in middle

 Children in triangle

 Direction of kick

    

   

     

Kicking



Kicking

Kick the ball to the monkey in the middle.

in the MiddleMonkey

Tips: EASIER: Educator is the monkey in the middle.

HARDER: Ask children to form larger groups, with two monkeys in the middle.

Children form a large 

triangle and one 

child, the monkey, 

stands in the  

middle. 

Step 2 

3Step 1 
Group children  

into teams of four, 

with one ball  

per team.

The monkey in the middle 

starts with the ball and kicks 

to each child in the triangle. 

Each child traps it under  

their foot to stop it and kicks 

it back. Everyone has a turn 

being the monkey in  

the middle.

Step



Kicking

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Balls (one each),  

cones and bean bags. 

Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

 KEY:

  Children with ball (car)

 Start 

 Finish 

Bean bags

Cones

Race track

Direction of kicking

Zoom, Zoom, kick around the racetrack, how fast can you go?

Fast CARS



Kicking

Place four to 

five pairs of 

cones (goals) at 

different points 

between the 

start and finish 

line.

Place a bean 

bag or cone 

in front of 

each goal for 

children to 

kick off.

After each 

kick, children 

collect their 

ball and 

move to the  

next goal 

until they 

reach  

the finish 

line.

Set up a race 

track with a 

start and finish 

line.
All children 

have a ball 

(car) and take 

turns kicking 

it around 

the race 

track, saying 

“ZOOM” with 

each kick.

EASIER: Set up one cone and goal for each child and all children 

kick their ball at the same time saying “ZOOM”. 

HARDER: Include more goal areas and/or make the race track bigger. 

Tips:

Step 2

Step 1

Step 3 Step 4 Step 5

Zoom, Zoom, kick around the racetrack, how fast can you go?

Fast CARS



along the ground through

Hold ball behind the  

body with arm pointing 

down to the ground.

Release ball close  

to the ground off  

the fingertips.

1 2 3
Bend knees and  

swing arm forward.

Underarm Rolling
a swinging motion of the arm.

Moving a round object





What does the game look like?
Equipment:
Chalk and small  

balls (1 ball for every  

2 children). 

 
Where to play:

Outdoors

the PlankWALK
Underarm roll to knock the pirate off the plank!

Underarm Rolling

 KEY:

 Direction of rolling

  Plank

  Direction of Pirate

  Pirate (Educator)

   Team 1   

 (start with ball)

   Team 2

Age:
Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).



Underarm Rolling

Draw two lines, ten metres apart and form children into two groups.Step
Ask each group to stand along a line, opposite each other 

and give a ball to each child in one of the groups.Step

Draw a plank in between the two groups,  

at the five metre mark, parallel to the children.Step 3
As the pirate (Educator), slowly walk back and forth  

along the plank as the children try to roll their barrel (ball)  

into your foot and knock you overboard.
Step 4 

Children on the opposite side collect the balls and each take  

it in turns to roll their barrel and try to knock the pirate overboard.
Step 5

Continue until each child, on each team, has had five turns  

at rolling their barrel.Step 6

Tips:
EASIER: Children in each group stand  

closer to the plank, or add soft toys to try to knock off the plank.

HARDER: Children in each group stand further away from the plank.

1 
2 

the PlankWALK
Underarm roll to knock the pirate off the plank!



What does the game look like?

Underarm Rolling

Saucy MeatballsMAMMA's
hot saucy meatballs.Help Mamma to roll away the

Outdoors

Indoors

 KEY:

   Team 1

   Team 2

  Start line

  Direction of rolling

  Freezers  

 (cardboard boxes)

2 x cardboard boxes 

and small balls (for  

each child). 

 

Equipment:

Where to play:

Age:
Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).

  
  



Underarm Rolling

Place two boxes 

(freezers) on  

the side, a few 

metres away  

from a start line.

Divide children into two even 

groups and line each group 

up opposite the boxes. All 

children have a ball.

On the count of three yell “Mamma’s  

meatballs” and tell the children to take it  

in turns to underarm roll the meatballs 

into the freezers (boxes).

Step 4 Continue until all  

children have  

had three turns.

Step 5

Tips:
EASIER: Move the boxes closer to the children.

HARDER: Move the boxes further away and have each team race against each other.

Step 1 Step 2 
Tell children that the balls are hot      

saucy meatballs and they need to  

be chilled by rolling them  

into the freezer (box).

Step 3

Saucy MeatballsMAMMA's
hot saucy meatballs.Help Mamma to roll away the



What does the game look like?

Underarm Rolling

the MouseTRAP
and trap the mouse.Underarm roll

Cones, tennis balls 

(or similar size balls) 

and chalk.
 KEY:

 Direction of rolling

Living room 

Children with cones 

(cats)

Children with balls 

(mice)

Equipment:

Where to play:
Outdoors

Age:
Toddlers & Preschoolers 

(2 to 5 years).



the Mouse
Underarm Rolling

Draw a square in the middle of a flat area about three metres 

by three metres. This is the living room.
Step

Split children into two even groups. Cats have  

a cone each and mice have a ball each.Step

Cats and mice stand two metres from 

the living room at opposite ends.Step 3
Children roll the balls (mice) along the ground,  

when it reaches the living room the cat can enter  

and trap the ball with the cone. 
Step 4 

Once each child has had a turn, switch characters.Step 5

1 

2 

TRAP
and trap the mouse.Underarm roll

EASIER: Only have one child rolling at a time.

HARDER: Cats start behind mice and chase the ball after it is released. 

Tips:



Hold ball out  

in front and to the side  

of the body.

When it bounces up  

push it down again.

1 2 3Push ball down 

with fingertips.

Stationary Dribbling
using one hand in a series of short pushes.

up and down Bounce a ball on the spot





Equipment:

Age:

Hula hoop (for each 

child) or chalk and  

ball (for each child). 

 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Indoors

Stationary Dribbling

What does the game look like?

 KEY:

Hula hoops

   Children dribbling

    

   

     

Fall off the Edge

Dribble your ball, be careful to not let it fall off the edge!

DON'T



Tips:

Fall off the Edge

Stationary Dribbling

EASIER: Allocate a larger open space for all children to dribble  

their ball and the Educator counts to ten.

HARDER: Ask children to count how many dribbles in a row they can do in their circle.

Step
Give each child 

a ball and a hula 

hoop to stand in,  

or draw circles  

with chalk.

1 

Step
Ask children to dribble 

the ball in the circle 

and make sure it 

doesn’t fall out of  

the circle, over  

the edge.

2 

Step
Children count out  

loud from one to ten  

and if the ball bounces 

out of the circle before  

they reach ten they  

have to start back  

at one.

3

Dribble your ball, be careful to not let it fall off the edge!

DON'T



Equipment:

Age:

Basketball ring  

and a large bouncy 

ball (for each child). 

 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Stationary Dribbling

What does the game look like?

aim and shoot.Dribble the basketball,

BallMINI
 KEY:

 Basketball ring (goal)

 Educator  

 demonstrating

 Children waiting 

 dribbling balls

 Direction of shooting

 Child shooting 

  for goal



Stationary Dribbling

 Line children up and ask them 

to dribble on the spot until  

they hear their name called.

When they reach 

the ring, each  

child has a turn at 

shooting for the goal 

and then returns to 

their place.

Step 2 

Tips:

Step 4

Demonstrate 

how to dribble  

a basketball.

Step 1 
When their name  

is called each child 

has a turn at dribbling 

the basketball  

towards the ring.

Step 3

EASIER: Have markers for children to dribble on or next  

to and when “rotate” is called, children dribble to another marker.

HARDER: Introduce a word (e.g. ball) and ask children to take it in turns to dribble and shoot.  

Each goal earns a letter of the word. First child to complete the word, wins.

aim and shoot.Dribble the basketball,

BallMINI



Equipment:

Age:

Basketball (for each 

child) and chalk. 

 

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

Stationary Dribbling

What does the game look like?

Bounce Around the WORLD
Bounce your ball to get bounce power and blast off around the world.

 KEY:

 Countries 

 (chalk circles)

   Children dribbling

     

JAP

AUS

CHN

ESP FRA

USA



Stationary Dribbling

With chalk, draw hula hoop sized circles on the ground and 

write the name of different countries in each circle.
Step 1 

Give each child a ball and ask them to stand in  

a country (circle) somewhere ‘around the world’.Step 2 
Tell children they are on a bouncing holiday around 

the world and they have to bounce their ball as many 

times as they can, so that they can get enough 

bounce power to blast off to another country.

Step 3

After one minute call out “blast off around  

the world” and all children have to yell “blast off”  

and rotate to find another country to dribble in.
Step 4

Bounce your ball to get bounce power and blast off around the world.

EASIER: Children drop and catch the ball in their country.

HARDER: Children dribble the ball between countries or ask children  

to dribble from right to left hand.

Tips:

Continue until all children have had a chance 

to dribble in each country.Step 5

Bounce Around the WORLD



Stand sideways to  

the ball holding the  

striking object over  

back shoulder.

Hit the ball and  

follow through with  

a striking action.

1 2 3Rotate shoulders towards  

the ball and swing striking 

object forward.

Striking a Stationary Ball
Using an object to swing and hit a ball.





Take a strike, how close can you get to the bull’s eye?

Striking a Stationary Ball

BULL'S Eye

What does the game look like?
Equipment:

Age:

Soft ball, chalk, wall, 

t-ball stand and  

bat (or newspaper).

Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Where to play:
Outdoors

 KEY:

  Child

Ball on t-ball stand 

Direction of ball

Target



Take a strike,

Step 2

Step 3Step 1 

EASIER: Children aim into an open area to see how far their ball goes. 

HARDER: Mark each child’s name on the target where their ball hits.  

Children have three turns to see how close they can get to the middle of the target. 

Tips:

BULL'S Eye

Have children line up 

and each take a turn 

in striking the ball 

towards the target, 

calling “bull’s eye”  

when they hit  

the target.
Place a ball on a 

t-ball stand a short 

distance opposite  

the target.

With chalk, draw a  

target on a wall or the 

ground, starting with  

a larger circle and  

drawing smaller  

circles within.

how close can you get to the bull’s eye?

Striking a Stationary Ball



What does the game look like?Newspaper, cardboard 

box, paper, small balls, 

masking tape and  

bean bags. 

 

Where to play:
Outdoors

hole in one?Let’s play mini golf, can you get a

GOLFMini

 KEY:

 Direction of ball

   Ball

   Bean bags

  Children

  Cardboard tunnels

    

   

     

 
Equipment:

Age:
Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

Striking a Stationary Ball



Arrange the 

cardboard 

tunnels 

around a 

space to set 

up a mini 

golf course. 

Ask children to 

create a golf 

club by rolling 

newspaper 

and taping 

each end to 

prevent it from 

rolling open.

Children take 

it in turns to 

strike their ball 

through each 

tunnel around 

the mini golf 

course.

Use cardboard boxes 

as tunnels for children 

to strike the ball 

through.

Place a 

bean bag 

in front 

of each 

tunnel for 

children to 

hit the ball 

from.

EASIER: Use chairs as tunnels for children to strike their ball through.

HARDER: Make/use smaller tunnels.

Tips:

Step 2

Step 1
Step 3

Step 4
Step 5

hole in one?Let’s play mini golf, can you get a

GOLFMini
Striking a Stationary Ball



What does the game look like?Tunnel, cones, ball  

(for each child), 3 x bats 

(or newspaper bat)  

and mats.

Where to play:
Outdoors

Batter up, swing and hit for six!

HITfor Six

 KEY:

 Direction of ball

   Cones

   Mats

    Bats

  Tunnel

  Children waiting

   Safe zone

2

4

3

Equipment:

Age:
Preschoolers 

(3 to 5 years).

1

Striking a Stationary Ball



Place a bat at cones 

one, two and three 

and a mat (safe 

zone) at cone four.

2 
Place the tunnel between 

cones one and two and place 

mats for children to step on 

between cones two and three.

3
Give each child a 

ball for them to hit 

for six and chase 

around the square.

4
Set up four cones in 

a square shape for 

children to bat off. 

Step 1 

EASIER: Children bat from the first cone only and  

complete the square by running around the second and third cones. 

HARDER: Lengthen the distance between cones or  

change the shape of the cones, including more cones to hit off.

Tips:

Batter up, swing and hit for six!

HITfor Six

Children strike off  

the third cone, towards 

the mat (safe zone)  

at the fourth cone, 

dropping their bat and 

running and placing  

their foot on the mat 

saying “safe zone”. 

Step 7

Children 

return to 

the start 

for another 

turn.

Step 8

Step Step Step

6Step
Children strike  

off the second  

cone, dropping  

their bat and  

running across the 

mats to the third  

cone, after  

collecting their ball.

Children take it in 

turns to strike from 

the first cone into 

the tunnel, then 

drop the bat and 

crawl through 

the tunnel to the 

second cone, after 

collecting their ball.

Step 5

Striking a Stationary Ball


